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# Band Concert
**Monday, May 24, 2010**
**Director – Mrs. Donna K. Bell**
**Student Teacher – Samantha Bisaro**

## Jazz Band

**Embraceable You**
- Arr. Mike Lewis
- Soloist: Gabe Harley – Alto Sax

**String of Pearls**
- Arr. Mike Lewis
- Soloist: Kira Schofield – Alto Sax, Caroline Shaffer – Alto Sax, Quan Bui – Tenor Sax
  - Will Connelly – Trumpet, Brad Smith – Trumpet, Graham Coughlin – Trumpet

**Chameleon**
- Arr. Victor Lopez
- Soloists: Quan Bui – Tenor Sax, Christopher Bell – electric Bass

## Concert Band

**Newcastle March**
- Johnnie Vinson

**The Tempest**
- Robert W. Smith

**Bourbon Street Barbeque**
- John Edmondson

## Symphonic Band

**Mighty Mite**
- Sean O’Loughlin

**Ascend**
- Samuel R. Hazo

**Dixieland Ramble**
- Eric Osterling
  - Small Ensemble: Amy Koss, Alyssa More, Graham Coughlin, Mac Cox
  - Katie McGinnis, John Kee, Diego Barajas

## Wind Ensemble

**E Pluribus Unum**
- Arr. David Shaffer

**Rhosymedre**
- Arr. Walter Beeler

**Rites of Tamburo**
- Robert W. Smith
  - Soloist: Christopher Bell – Baritone
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**Root Beer Rag**
- Arr. Michael Sweeney
  - Small Ensemble: Kira Schofield, Gabe Harley, Quan Bui, Noah Fawks
Choral Concert
Wednesday, May 26, 2010
6th Grade Choir Director - Miss Kara Newham
7th and 8th Grade Chorus Director – Mr. John J. Bell
Accompanist – Mrs. Gail Alicia

6th Grade Chorus
All Ye Who Music ................................................... Baldassare Donato
Arr. Russell Robinson

Don’t Get Around Much Anymore ......................... Duke Ellington
Arr. Roger Emerson

River in Judea .......................................................... Lyrics by Linda Marcus
Soloists: TaNia Henson, Madison Breske
Alternates: Rachel Ragan, Jyesia Powell
Music by Jack Feldman

The Phantom of the Opera (Choral Highlights) ........ Arr. John Leavitt
Andrew Lloyd Webber

Lean on Me ............................................................... Arr. Pete Schmutte
Bill Withers

My Own Song .......................................................... Crystal LaPoint Kowalski

Men’s Choir
The Crawdad Hole .................................................. Traditional Folk Song
Arr. Neil Johnson

Set Me as a Seal Upon Your Heart ......................... Laura Farnell
Small Vocal Ensemble: Chris Bell, Gabe Harley, Noah Fawks, Henry Mette,
Jahmere Abrams, Quamere Hawkins, James Williams, Sasha Soloviev, Javour Tabron, William
Berry, Jensen Morris, Andrew Markowitz, Vinnie Onorato, PJ Pinkett, Grayson McCartney

Sixteen Tons .......................................................... Arr. Ruth Artman
Small Vocal Ensemble: Eric Bailey, Henry Mette, Jahmere Abrahms, James Williams,
Javour Tabron, William Berry, Chris Bell, Noah Fawks, Jensen Morris,
David Unterberger, Christian Swan, Devante Nichols, Vinnie Onorato, PJ Pinkett, Grayson
McCarty, Don McCray
Woman’s Choir
Can You Hear                      Jim Papoulis
Arr. Francisco Nunez

Instrumentalists: Shaker - Hailey Richmond-Boudewyns, Congas - PJ Pinkett,
Bass Clarinet – Gabe Harley, Electric Bass – Chris Bell, Claves – Noah Fawkes

Small Vocal Ensemble: Amy Koss, Samantha Deming, Brianna Bailey, Bevan Fields
Erin McMonagle, Taylor White, Linda Liu, Lindiwe Moyo, Emma Richmond-Boudewyns
Adaeze Ashiedu, Julia Vanderloo, Melissa Kennard, Emily Ragan

Sleep My Pretty One        Greg Gilpin

Like A Tree                         Margaret P. Douroux
Arr. Lon Beery

Small Ensemble: Hailey Richmond-Boudewyns, Ember Serrano, Kianna Carter, Julissa Santiago,
Gracie Hudson, Hannah Schmeck, Caroline Shaffer, Kristina Johnson, Molly Kerrigan, Amy Akell,
Grace Kerrigan, Kari Klock, Lauren Gallucio, Alexis Moore

7th and 8th Grade Concert Choir
O Sifuni Mungu                        Arr. Roger Emerson
Soloists: Gabe Harley, Hannah Schmeck, Caroline Shaffer

Instrumentalists: Shaker – Hailey Richmond-Boudewyns, Congas – PJ Pinkett,
Electric Bass – Chris Bell, Rain Stick – Javour Tabron

Shoshone Love Song                   Traditional Native
                                        American Lyric
                                        Arr. Roger Emerson

Piano – Chris Bell

Let Me Ride                           Traditional Spiritual
                                        Arr. Roger Emerson
                                        Tony McCauley and
                                        Michael D’Abo
                                        Arr. Jeff Funk

Build Me Up Buttercup

Soloists – Henry Mette, Jack Anderson, Chris Bell
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6th, 7th, and 8th Grade Combined Choir
Family (from Dreamgirls)         Henry Krieger
                                        Lyric by Tom Eyen
                                        Arr. Mac Huff
Sixth Grade Chorus

Abigail Akrong
Austin Albright
Jha’lynn Allen
Dekenasia Anderson
Jasmine Ashback
Nkeiruka Ashiedu
Danielle Blandford
Hailey Blankenhorn
Jasmine Breece
Madison Breske
Jasmine Britt
Kyndal Brown
Miranda Brown
Aeron Calhoun-
Simpson
Onneya Carter
Curtis Chambers
Nasir Chamberlain
Kee-Ajah Chambers-
Brown
Marcos Christmas
Nicole Collins
Tatiana Collins
Najaa Cottman
Alexandria Cruz
Chaunessy Davis
Samantha Dixon
Zarea Duncan
Avionea Ellington
Adolphus Fletcher
Ah-Taisha Flonny
Brandon Flowers
Jarmall Fredrick
Marquis Foster
Lashawna Freeman
Lexie Gallagher
Carolina Gonzalez
Manuel Garrido
Alexis Grady
Kariah Grady
Kayla Grady
Hannah Gray
Sterling Gray
Taylor Gray
Ta’Nia Henson
Evi-lyn Infante
Diamond Joe
Darby Jones
Jasmine Jones
Sophie Jones
Zaire Jones
Timera Keyes
Allison Koski
Tomas Lam
Tatiana Lang
Quinn Leatherbury-
Thomas
Destiny Lee
Kiana Logan
Cierra Lum
Donaja Lum
Kevin Mason
Estlin Mathews
Jonathan Matsuura
Robert McMann
Nikea Meekins
Anallely Miranda
Bianca Moore
Eric Moore
Stefanee Newton
Adedeji Onigbinde
Ashley Paczewski
Taylor Parisi
Elijah Parker
Lauren Penfield
Ashiyah Polk
Jyesia Powell
Kayla Preston
Rachel Ragan
Phoenix Ridings
Logan Ritchie
Aliyah Rivera
Dylan Rose
Johance Saintume
Jelani Smith
Mackenzie Steinberg
Katelyn Strag
Quran Tabron
Andre Taylor
Nicole Taylor
Kylie Thomas
Taylor Truitt
Taylor Tucker
Emma Vogel
Briana Warner
Kiay Watson
Hailey Welden
Cierra Wilkerson
Akquil Wiliams
Elysia Williams
Imani Williams
Destiny Yancey
Daniel Yoder
Melody Zheng
7th and 8th Grade Women’s Choir

Aguilar, Carmi
Akell, Amy
Ashiedu, Adaeze
Bacon, Jyairah
Bailey, Briana
Barnard, Iyana
Bezilla, Alexandra
Bolden, Maya
Bolling, Courtney
Britt, Iesha
Calhoun-Simpson, Elsbeth
Cannon, Paris
Carter, Kianna
Chalfant, Rowan
Cherico, Alexa
Clouthier, Jordan
Coffield, Kiah
Coleman, Ernaiyah
Cooks, Dominique
Cusack, Jessica
Daniels, Hannah
*Deming, Samantha
Dempsey, Jasmine
Dittman, Ciarra
Doubet, Emily
Dowling, Shannon
Elam, Ayreonna
*Fields, Bevan
Galloway, Kerra
Gallucio, Lauren
Gioffre, Sophie
Gobeh, Korto
Godwin, Danielle
Gripp, Britny
Hackney, Aaliyah
Hawkins, Kayla
Hemmert, Allison
Henry, Renae
Hermon, Sadirah
Hodges, Breyana
Hollingsworth, Taniqua
*Hudson, Gracie
Janney, Gabrielle
Jeffrey, Sasha
Jeter, Zipporah
Johnson, Kristina
Joslin, Shelby
Kane, Kasaundra
Kennard, Melissa
Kerrigan, Grace
Kerrigan, Molly
Klock, Kari
*Koss, Amy
Langille, Brook
*Liu, Linda
Lum, Ja-Quinn
Maffei, Breanna
*Marshall, Renee
McGill, Taylor
McMonagle, Erin
Mills, Catherine
Moore, Alexis
Moyo, Lindiwe
Palmer, Genevieve
Panella, Kali
Pasiche, Ashley
Perez, Vanessa
Pietropolo, Rachael
Pina, Monae
Pinder, Stacy
Pintle, Brenda
Ragan, Emily
Richmond-Boudewyns, Emma
Richmond-Boudewyns, Hailey
Roberson, Tan-Janee
Rollins, Kanasia
Sanchez, Fara
Santiago, Julissa
Schmeck, Hannah
*Serrano, Ember
Settle, Kimberly
*Shaffer, Caroline
Shaw, Taylor
Silva, Taina
Steiskal, Sarah
Taylor-Jones, Al'lesha
Teichman, Natalie
Thomas, Ieshia
Thomas, Jordan
Vanderloo, Julia
VanKavelaar, Jessica
Washington, Michele
Watson, Nyrie
Webster, Ta'Lanni
White, Taylor
Whitley, Talique
Whitney, Jaden
Wilson, Nadiya
7th and 8th Grade Men’s Choir

Abrams, Jahmere
Anderson, John William, JR
Bailey, Eric Lamon, JR
*Bell, Christopher
Berry, William
Cook, Thomas P., III
Cruz-Urbina, Eduardo
Fawks, Noah
Foraker, Robert, JR
Gallucio, Tyler
Guy, Jordan
*Harley, Gabriel
*Hawkins, Qua’mere
Helmick, Jesse
Hill, Joshua
Johnson, Lambert G, JR
Lindsay, Shane
Markowitz, Andrew
McCartney, Graison
McCray, Donald
McGinnis, Elwood David, IV
Mette, Henry
Michels, Connor
Mitchell, Anthony
Morris, Jensen
Nichols, Devante
Nichols, Deveraux
Onorato, Vincent
Pinkett, Paul
Reed, Tyler
Russell, Andrew
Soloviev, Alexander
Swan, Christian
Tabron, Javour
Thomas, Logan
Unterberger, David
Waddell, Nicholas
Williams, James
P.S. duPont Concert Band

**Flute**
Benjamin Britton  
Chris Dewey  
Maddie Geller  
Sophia K. Leslie  
Lauren Munkittrick  
Ashiyah Polk  
Phoenix Ridings  
Andrea Rodriguez  
Alexus Ross  
Arlo Shen  
Katelyn Strag  
Patricia Tse  
Kate Walker  
Alesa Goodall-Richardson

**Oboe**
Ben Pradell

**Clarinet**
Sierra Baker  
Tasneem Bootwala  
Samantha Dixon  
Eric Holden  
Wynter McLaughlin  
Lauren Penfield  
Rachel Rice  
Joy Rochester  
Allan Shen  
Joseph Wahl  
Casey Wakai  
Kariah Grady  
Hewitt Hallberg  
Miya Miranda  
Shaquiera Williams

**Bass Clarinet**
Jasmine Jones  
Dymon Moore

**Alto Saxophone**
Xavier Bradley  
Benjamin Britton  
Jake Gladfelter  
Kevin Leon  
Katie Macturk  
Jonathan Matsuura  
Abby Akrong  
Wyatt McCabe

**Tenor Saxophone**
Dorothy Dabaldo  
Sebastian Krauthauser

**Baritone Saxophone**
Emily Hutchison

**French Horn**
Sterling Gray

**Trumpet**
Austin Albright  
Hank Borders  
Tyler Clement  
Will Connolly  
Ta’Nia Henson  
Julian Kukulich  
Matt Kunz  
Kevin Mason  
Ben Schad  
Andrew Seningen  
David Woods  
DeAndre Jackson  
Aaron Johnson  
Aaron Jost  
Chyna Rountree  
Courney White  
Imani Williams

**Trombone**
Calvin Schaefer  
Charles Wilson  
Jamar Broadwater-Johnson  
Christopher Davis  
Devon Fetlow  
Manuel Garrido  
Christian McGonigal  
Taylor Nguyen  
Desmond Predoux  
Michael Walker

**Baritone**
Dylan Rose  
Katie Blatz  
Nicole Collins  
Christopher Lahoz  
Jamaya Newson  
Maddie Russell  
Jymere Stanford  
Taylor Tucker

**Oboe**
Ben Pradell

**Clarinet**
Sierra Baker  
Tasneem Bootwala  
Samantha Dixon  
Eric Holden  
Wynter McLaughlin  
Lauren Penfield  
Rachel Rice  
Joy Rochester  
Allan Shen  
Joseph Wahl  
Casey Wakai  
Kariah Grady  
Hewitt Hallberg  
Miya Miranda  
Shaquiera Williams

**Bass Clarinet**
Jasmine Jones  
Dymon Moore

**Alto Saxophone**
Xavier Bradley  
Benjamin Britton  
Jake Gladfelter  
Kevin Leon  
Katie Macturk  
Jonathan Matsuura  
Abby Akrong  
Wyatt McCabe

**Tenor Saxophone**
Dorothy Dabaldo  
Sebastian Krauthauser

**Baritone Saxophone**
Emily Hutchison

**French Horn**
Sterling Gray

**Trumpet**
Austin Albright  
Hank Borders  
Tyler Clement  
Will Connolly  
Ta’Nia Henson  
Julian Kukulich  
Matt Kunz  
Kevin Mason  
Ben Schad  
Andrew Seningen  
David Woods  
DeAndre Jackson  
Aaron Johnson  
Aaron Jost  
Chyna Rountree  
Courney White  
Imani Williams

**Trombone**
Calvin Schaefer  
Charles Wilson  
Jamar Broadwater-Johnson  
Christopher Davis  
Devon Fetlow  
Manuel Garrido  
Christian McGonigal  
Taylor Nguyen  
Desmond Predoux  
Michael Walker

**Baritone**
Dylan Rose  
Katie Blatz  
Nicole Collins  
Christopher Lahoz  
Jamaya Newson  
Maddie Russell  
Jymere Stanford  
Taylor Tucker
# P.S. duPont Symphonic Band

**Flute**  
Aurora DeSimone  
Shannon McNames  
Savannah Quinn  
Sarah Reuther  
Edith Sawyer  
Quyen Truong  
Shawn Harris  
Gabby Janney  
Tesa Stone

**Oboe**  
Sebastian Northey-Primer

**Clarinet**  
Morgan Bishop  
Courtney Bolling  
Molly Hope  
Amy Koss  
Stacy Liles  
Alyssa More  
Stanley Tse  
David Unterberger  
Shawna Wallace  
James Williams  
Nick Fagnilli

**Bass Clarinet**  
Alyson Denney  
Carmen Matthews  
Rebecca Williams

**Alto Saxophone**  
Jacqueline Beeson  
Michael Miah

**Tenor Saxophone**  
Katie McGinnis

**Baritone Saxophone**  
Diego Barajas

**French Horn**  
Colin Michels  
David Ufberg

**Trumpet**  
Graham Coughlin  
Matthew Cox  
Hannah Fisher  
Kim Settle  
Anthony Yokley  
Ashley Zink

**Trombone**  
Denny Hubbard  
John Kee  
Sean Simpson  
Eric Bailey  
Ed Dimauro  
Jordan Siskin  
Shane Williams

**Baritone**  
Charles Mitchell  
Craig Brady  
Anthony Brown  
Devon Nichols

**Tuba**  
Sean Brady  
Carey Brock  
Josh Seagers  
Jared Siskin  
Juwan Smith

**Mallets**  
Samantha Deming  
Michael McDougal

**Percussion**  
David Boyd  
Armond Carter  
Bryan Daniels  
Antoine Fulton  
Austin Futrell  
Jonathan Holmquist  
Derrick Hunter  
Vincent Onorato  
Ryan Michener  
Joey Yaschur
P.S. duPont Wind Ensemble

**Flute**
Courtney Elam  
Erin Munkittrick

**Clarinet**
Alexa Cherico  
Caroline Shaffer

**Bass Clarinet**
Gabe Harley

**Alto Saxophone**
Kira Schofield  
Blake Sewell

**Tenor Saxophone**
Quan Bui  
Damisi Cooks

**Baritone Saxophone**
Noah Fawks

**Trombone**
Christopher Bell  
Darrell Sturgis

**Baritone**
Elijah Davis  
Mark Mellette

**Tuba**
Liam Webber  
Malik Whilby

**Percussion**
Donovan Blake  
J. B. Bridge  
Kevin Day  
Malcolm McCants  
Quinton Nix
P.S. duPont Jazz Band

**Alto I**
Caroline Shaffer  
Michael Miah  
Kira Schofield

**Alto II**
Gabe Harley  
Katie Macturk  
Jon Matsuura

**Tenor I**
Quan Bui  
Sebastian Krauthauser

**Tenor II**
Katie McGinnis  
Dorothy Dabaldo  
Emily Hutchison

**Bari**
Noah Fawks  
Diego Barajas

**Trumpet I**
Brad Smith  
Graham Coughlin

**Trumpet II**
Will Connelly  
Andrew Seningen

**Trumpet III**
Conner Milhoan  
Ta’Nia Henson

**Trombone I**
John Kee

**Trombone II**
Calvin Schaffer  
Charlie Wilson

**Trombone III**
Denny Hubbard  
Dylan Rose

**Piano**
Sophia Leslie  
Allen Shen  
Arlo Shen

**Guitar**
Davey McGinnis

**Bass**
Christopher Bell

**Vibes**
J.B. Bridge

**Drum Set/ Auxiliary**
Donovan Blake  
Kevin Day
Making A Scene

408-A MECO DRIVE
WILMINGTON DELAWARE
Phone: 302-998-7567
Toll Free: 888-997-6500

E Mail: info@wpscenic.com

www.backdropsonline.com
www.wpscenic.com

Backdrop and prop rentals
Custom murals
Scenery for television, theater,
Corporate events, trade shows and exhibits
ACCENT MUSIC, INC.
Musical Instruments
Music Lessons
Instrument Rentals
Repair shop

5810 Kirkwood Hwy Wilm De 302-999-9939
4120 Concord Pike Wilm De 302-477-1112
www.accentmusic.com

School of Contemporary Music
Break A Leg
P.S.
It’s All Good!
SIGNSCAPE
2083 Philadelphia Pike
Phone: 302-798-2926 www.19703.com
Graduation Banner Sale!
Available same / next day

WITH PHOTO $49.99

ONE COLOR TEXT ON WHITE $25.00

Congratulations!
CRAIG
Class of 2010

2’ x 4’ Vinyl Banner

Congratulations
CRAIG
PS DUPONT HIGH SCHOOL
CLASS OF 2010

Add 2nd photo + $20 Additional text $1 per word

Ads for food carts, sandwich trucks, carnivals, tents, fairs, boardwalks & More!!

BIGGYGRAPHICS.COM
Your source for affordable banners and decals!
Year Round Tennis!

Ages 5-14

MyServe uses the QuickStart format as endorsed by the USTA. Court dimensions and equipment are scaled down along with special lower bouncing balls that make it easier for the child to learn this wonderful life time sport.

MyServe uses skilled tennis professionals who are kid friendly and specialized in teaching young children the fundamentals while having fun.

To Register or for additional information go to:

www.myserve.net
Tel: (302) 528-4822  Email: dtaylor@myserve.net
WHAT COULD YOUR CHILD ACHIEVE?

IF THEY WERE:

- Self-Confident
- Respectful
- Courteous
- Disciplined
- Goal-Oriented
- Honest
- Focused

2 Free Weeks of Classes
and a Free Official Uniform

American Karate Studio
1812 Marsh Rd Wilm, De 19810
delawarekarate.com
302-529-7800
Laurie Lessin

Personal Phone Direct: (302) 559-4909
Fax: (302) 798-SOLD

Office Phone Main: (302) 479-7700 ext. 141
Fax: (302) 479-7910

Email: LLessinrealtor@verizon.net

“I am available for all of your real estate needs. Selling or buying the right home is journey. Let me be your guide as you decide what is best for you and your loved ones.”
LEA BOULEVARD AUTOMOTIVE

Angelo Manerchia

Phone (302) 762-4040

11 E. Lea Blvd.

Wilmington, DE 19802
Charlie's
“HOME OF THE FAMOUS”
KILLER WINGS

FEATURING -
GOURMET PIZZA -
FRESH ROASTED TURKEY SUBS

SIL AND CHARLIE SCIGLITANO

1-302-798-6244
BIG DADDY’S PIZZA

807 BRANDYWINE BLVD.
WILMINGTON, DE 19810

FREE DELIVERY!
(302)762-9600
(302)762-9700

STEAK
PIZZA’S
BURGERS
SANDWICHES
AND MORE!

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
Voice Lessons
Boost your confidence to sing

Teenagers and adults
Male and female
Fa Lane Fields
BA, MA and Artist Diploma in Vocal Performance

Fa.Fields@comcast.net / 302 252 6296